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16: No school; Martin Luther King Jr.
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19: School board, 6
p.m., district office
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2: Taco Feed fundraiser, hosted by
Brooklyn Primary
and South Baker
Intermediate; 4:30
p.m., Community
Event Center
3: Chili Feed fundraiser, hosted by
Haines School
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Dia de los Muertos

South Baker students learn about the Mexican holiday Day of the Dead

M

iriam Ocampo
looks up, her
eyes a piercing black against the white
makeup and jewels decorating her face.
Beside her, Maria Guadalupe Rodriguez – her face
painted as well – gives the
slightest smile as her mom
takes a photograph.
“We can't smile because
of the paint,” says Ma'Lena
Wirth, her face a mirror image of the two girls.
Wirth, ESL (English as
Second Language) interpreter and translator for the
Baker School District 5J,
joined sixth-graders Ocampo
and Guadalupe Rodriguez
in celebrating Dia de los
Muertos at South Baker
Intermediate School on Nov.
2 as a special event for all
four sixth-grade classes. The
program included the history of Dia de los Muertos,
tamales (made by Maria's
mom, Irene Rodriguez) and
pumpkin empanadas made
by Wirth and Mandie Rose,
who teaches sixth grade.
The face painting, which
took nearly two hours, was
done by Roberto and Flor
Arceo.
Prior to the Nov. 2 event,
parents and students at South

Maria Guadalupe Rodriguez and Miriam Ocampo, both sixth graders at South Baker Intermediate School, painted their faces along with Ma'Lena Wirth, ESL interpreter/translator, for an
event about Dia de los Muertos on Nov. 2.

Baker Intermediate learned
about Dia de los Muertos
(Day of the Dead) during
a parent involvement night
held Oct. 27. Visitors were
greeted by Wirth, who was
dressed for the occasion in
a white layer depicting a
skeleton and a rose painted
on her cheek.
Sixth-graders in Rose's
class have studied Dia de los

Muertos all through October,
and even created an altar
in the tradition of the day,
which is observed Nov. 2.
This is the second year the
sixth-graders have studied
the holiday.
"The idea of doing a Day
of the Dead celebration
came to me while thinking about how to celebrate
holidays in my classroom,"

Rose said. "I wanted to find
out more about how people
around the world celebrated,
to bring more culture to my
students."
In her research, Rose said
she learned that Dia de los
Muertos was an Aztec holiday that's been celebrated for
thousands of years.
See Page 3
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Shout Outs

She's a great OT!

I

just wanted to thank Toni Nickell
for being so wonderful in helping
bring some peace to my classroom. I
have never worked with such a talented,
efficient, knowledgeable and kind occupational therapist. She is very present in
our classroom and the paraprofessionals
have enjoyed her coming to our Tuesday meetings to teach us about movement, core strengthening and calming
strategies. Thank you so much!!!!
Lisa Davis, South Baker

Bronco Bucks store

W

hat an awesome opportunity
our Brooklyn Primary students
have each month! Our students earn
Bronco Bucks that can be spent at the
monthly store on a variety of treasures.
This encourages positive behavior
and promotes good citizenship for our
school. A huge thank you to all of our
awesome parents that are volunteering monthly! Mandy Peterson and
Mysti Ritter have been instrumental in
getting this started for our Brooklyn
students. Our thanks and gratitude go to
these two ladies for all of their amazing efforts. We can make a difference
together.
Kathy Mitchell, Brooklyn teacher

An asset to South

I

would like to give a shout out to
Mr. Andy Ballard (child development specialist at South Baker Intermediate) for always being there to discuss
a student's behavior, performance in the
classroom and giving ideas on things
that could be done. He is a person that I
feel is irreplaceable in the South Baker
building and deserves a shout out.
Zack Kimball, South Baker

Always smiling

I

Submissions welcome!

We welcome “Shout Out” submissions from teachers, parents,
community members - anyone who wants to recognize someone for a job well done.
Submissions can be 100 words or less, and include a photograph if available. Email entries to shout.out@bakersd.org.
family the gifts of time, energy, knowledge and most of all love over the last
two and half years, thank you.
You have tirelessly educated and
cared for our children and I can’t tell
you how much all of you have meant
to us as a family. The environment you
create is a testament to your dedication
to each other and the community you
serve and we have benefited greatly
because of it.
Every one of you should be proud of
the work that you are doing each day.
Aaron and Autumn Harrell

Always helpful

L

isa Ensworth is always willing to
do what needs to be done to make
students successful through their day.
She smiles and does even very difficult
things at times. South Baker is a better
place because she is here!
Lisa Davis, South Baker

Many thanks

I

would like to give a shout out to
Jandy Eskew, for her never-ending
support and understanding, that she has
given to me as I navigate Ready and
iReady math. Thank you, thank you,
thank you.
Mandie Rose, teacher, South Baker

Support is awesome

would like to thank Cindy Johansen (South Baker's secretary) for
handling all the requests and demands
we ask of her. She always meets each
request with grace and a smiling face.
Jandy Eskew, South Baker

ob Ferdig, for his support during
math and writing and his ability
to work with any student I need him to
work with. You're awesome!
Mandie Rose, teacher, South Baker

Thank you, Haines

Mentor, manager

T

o the faculty and staff at Haines
Elementary, who have given our

R

S

hout out to Tracie Smith at Eagle
Cap Innovative High School.

Tracie does an amazing job working
as a mentor, tutor, and manager for the
school. She is incredibly organized,
and works well with the students. Eagle
Cap is a great place to learn and work
because of her! Thanks, Tracie.
Ben Merrill,
Eagle Cap principal

Thanks, Bob Ward

A

huge thank you to Bob Ward for
his timely response, patience and
expertise. No matter how small or large
the technology issue is, Bob addresses it
with kindness and professionalism. He
is AMAZING!
Brooklyn Second Grade Team

Lots of thanks

I

would like to give a shout out to
Oscar Davies for helping motivate
two students to stay on target in my
classroom by giving them fun tasks to
help with; Andy Ballard for dealing
with a student's severe behavior out on
the playground; and Pam Zemmer for
helping the fourth grade with Book Its!
Kristin Schwin, South Baker\

Kudos to local artist

T

his is the time of year when I
find myself thankful and grateful
for the individuals in my life that have
helped make a dream become a reality.
Keating School has been undergoing
changes over the last six months to the
playground and school. Now, one of the
finishing touches to the playground has
been completed. The artist and individuals that made this happen deserve a
“Shout Out.”
Christie Wilde, a local artist and
rancher, has spent the last three months
transforming plywood into an amaz-

New sign at Keating School
ing masterpiece. She spent many hours
making sure that the cougar she painted
was representative of our school mascot, the Keating Cougar. The layers and
depth that she created in her painting
make the Keating Cougar come to life.
The mural was hung just in time for
our Keating Community Thanksgiving Dinner. A big thanks goes to Jaca
Construction, Bugle 1 Construction, and
the Wilde Ranch for spending their time
away from their families to volunteer
at the school. The Keating Elementary
School appreciates you!
Next time you are in the Keating
area, don’t forget to stop by and see this
amazing piece of art, by our very own
local artist, Christie Wilde. We have a
true masterpiece right at the heart of
Keating Valley.
Amanda Wilde, Head Teacher,
Keating Elementary School

Music was great

I

just wanted to tell everyone how
much I enjoyed Mr. Carpenter's music and the kids singing at the assembly
for the Veterans. It truly brought tears to
my eyes watching all the children and
knowing how much work you put into
that.
Watching the faces of the vets standing at the front of the room and you
could see their smile when their song
for their branch of service was sung. It
was inspiring!
It truly made my heart happy! Thanks
for your gift of music to the kids and us
adults who are fortunate enough to get
to enjoy it!
CJ Gray, district office
Shout Outs continued
on Page 5
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On assignment: exploring the town

A

class of sophomores at Baker
High School now know a bit
more about this place they
call home, thanks to a project assigned
in Adriene Oster's "Advanced Human
Geography."
The "photographic scavenger hunt"
sent students all over town to take selfies with locations that attribute to Baker
City's "sense of place."
The list to "collect" included examples of agriculture, two government
buildings, a Chinese presence, an Irish
presence mining, two historic buildings,
a cemetery and several places named
after people (sports stadium, dance hall,

etc.). They then created a presentation
to share with the class.
Since most of the students can't yet
drive, Oster said "they scurried all over
Baker on foot during class time, then
had parents drive outside of school."
"We took a lot of time out of school
to do this," said Reno Hammond, who
worked with classmates Justin Miller
and Jackson Rohner.
They visited the Chinese Cemetery
east of town to fulfill the "Chinese presence" location — and also discovered
how that population contributed to the
local mining history.
"It's a cool place to be," Hammond

said. "Before this project, I hadn't even
heard of it."
"I liked the connection between the
Chinese presence and the gold," Miller
said.
Hammond said they also learned a lot
about influential local residents, such
as the Geisers, the Pollmans (of Geiser
Pollman Park fame) and Leo Adler.
Hammond's favorite discovery was
the Antlers Hotel, which he learned was
used to scan the skies for aircraft during
World War II.
"For that one I had to do a lot of
research," he said. "I didn't even know
it was a historic building."

Dia:

ily pictures and mementos," she said. "Students
brought in photos and
"It also fit into our sixth memorabilia of their loved
grade curriculum for
ones."
social studies of studyThe altars honor those
ing ancient civilizations,"
who have passed away,
Rose said.
and decorations often
During her first research, include flowers, bread,
Wirth's office was right
fruit, candy, photographs,
next to her's at South
candles and items the deBaker.
ceased were fond of dur"I began to bounce my
ing his or her life. When,
ideas off of her to ensure
after three days, the soda
that I was respectfully
has gone flat, the bread
understanding the tradition hardened and the fruit was
and celebration of Day of
soft, “you know the dead
the Dead," Rose said.
have visited,” Wirth said.
The study has grown
Wirth said Oct. 31 was
each year in her sixthnever a big day in her
grade classroom. The first Arizona childhood — at
time, Rose read a book,
least not in the tradition of
showed a few videos of
Halloween with trick-orDay of the Dead celebratreating.
tions, did art related to
“We were busy decoratthe day, and had authentic ing the altars,” Wirth said.
food.
Death, Wirth said, has a
"The families were
different meaning in Mexithrilled and brought all
can culture. In the slide
sorts of food for the stushow shared both Oct.
dents to try," Rose said.
27 and Nov. 2, the belief
The second year incoris described as “life is a
porated the same actividream and only in death
ties, plus an altar.
do they truly awake.”
"I made a traditional
“There wasn't a sense of
altar for my classroom and fear, there was a sense of
brought my own famcelebration,” Wirth said.

Ma'Lena Wirth helped make traditional empanadas and
Irene Rodriguez made enough tamales so that every
sixth-grader could have a sample.

“And, since we're human,
a sense of mourning.”
She said Dia de los
Muertos celebrations
always involve food, and
the event on Oct. 27 was
no exception – Wirth,
Alma Rodrigues and Victoria Duran-Puente made
empanadas and Lupe
Rodriguez made tamales
to feed the crowd of 120 –
twice as many as Principal
Nanette Lehman expected.
All throughout the presentation, the floor of the
gymnasium was covered
in posters hand-drawn by

Frank Etxaniz, who brings
the KIDS-HEAL program to South Baker each
month.
The design was influenced by traditional Dia
de los Muertos images,
and well as words in both
Spanish and English.
"My hopes are to continue celebrating Day of
the Dead and each year
bring something new and
fun to the celebration,"
Rose said. "It is a great
way to teach culture and
remember those that have
passed."

Digital citizenship
Students are growing up in
a much different world than
their parents — a world where
Google takes the place of a dictionary and apps like Facebook,
Instagram and Snapchat are a
normal part of everyday life.
Several "Tech Night" events
held in November addressed the
use of technology in schools,
and offered tips to parents on
how to help their children stay
safe in the digital world.
Ben Merrill, technology director for the Baker School District
5J, held a trivia-type contest
with participants at South
Baker's Tech Night — the questions revolved around statistics
on Internet use, but also delved
into the darker side of technology.
Namely, an app called Whisper.
He recommended that parents
check digital devices for this
app, and delete it if found.
"It's one of the worst things
I've seen in technology," he
said.
Whisper can be used to cyber
bully, allowing users to be
anonymous. Merrill said comments made on Whisper are impossible to track, and during his
time as principal at Baker High
School, he dealt with Whisper
issues almost daily.
The key, he said, is for parents
to stay involved in their child's
use of technology — monitor
phones and tablets, and check
messages.
He recommended an app
called Bark, a social awareness
app that follows a user's accounts on Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat and more. If it detects
bullying, it will alert the parent.
"It's a great parenting tool,"
Merrill said.
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Schools honor local veterans in special events
Gatherings featured songs, speeches — even patriotic cupcakes

S

chools across the
district celebrated
Veterans Day by
inviting local veterans to be
part of special events and assemblies during the second
week of November.
At their monthly assembly, Haines School asked
students to bring in photos
of veterans — family and
friends — and also invite
veterans to attend the program.
Held Nov. 8, the assembly
introduced the character trait
for November: courage.
"We ask our students to
pay special attention to that
trait in their everyday activities," Skye Flanagan, principal, told the audience.
This quote by Nelson
Mandela greeted everyone,
projected on the gymnasium's big screen: "I learned
that courage was not the
absence of fear, but the triumph over it. The brave man
is not he who does not feel
afraid, but he who conquers
that fear."
The entire student body
sang a song to the attending
veterans, then Senior Chief
Dale Bogardus, Operation
Specialist, took the microphone to address the students.
"Being a good soldier is
like being a good student,"
he said. "Every morning,
wake up and ask if you're
doing your best. If you do
your best, everything will
work out."
At South Baker Intermediate, students in Erin Callah-

During the November assembly, Haines School introduced
the new character trait — courage — and heard stories from
several local veterans.

Students in Erin Callahan's fifth-grade class at South Baker
Intermediate invited veterans in for a special event on Nov. 10.

“Every morning, wake up and ask if
you're doing your best. If you do your
best, everything will work out.”

Baker Middle School presented a program for local veterans
on the afternoon of Nov. 10.

sion of respect — the prompt
described inviting a group
of veterans to school, then
handing out thank you cards
and refreshments. The stuSenior Chief Dale Bogardus,
dents were asked how they
Operation Specialist, in his talk to the
thought these acts of respect
students at Haines School
made the veterans feel.
"After a discussion, the
an's fifth grade class wanted fruit, punch and coffee. On
class decided that they
the day, they introduced their wanted to invite some famto do something special for
guests, sang a song, and then ily veterans to come for
veterans. Invitations went
served refreshments.
out, and the students made
acknowledgment as well,"
Callahan said this event
cupcakes (decorated in red,
Callahan said.
was inspired during a discuswhite and blue), and served
Students at Baker Middle

School also invited veterans,
and wrote up short speeches
to honor those in attendance.
Also, the choir sang a
song, and Salena Bott sang a
solo of "Travelin' Soldier."
This the second year that
the BMS leadership class
organized an assembly to
honor veterans.
"I was very impressed with
the event this year," said
Chris Carmiencke, BMS
principal.
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A harvest day of fun at Haines School

B

rianna Peppers – er, Princess Fiona from “Shrek”
– grabs apple after apple,
trying to balance the fruit in both her
hands.
“Oh! I can't fit 10!” she says, as
apples slip out of her grasp and roll
across the table. (It takes 10 apples
to make 16 ounces of cider.)
The sixth-graders laugh at the silliness, then line up to crank the cider
press with the help of Chris Peppers
(dressed as Shrek, to complement
his wife's Fiona costume) during one
of the special events that happened
on Halloween this year at Haines
School.
Students arrived at school dressed
Neah Thomas takes a turn at pressing apples into cider during a Harvest Fesin costume, and spent the day rotat- tival on Halloween at Haines School. Chris and Brianna Peppers (dressed at
ing through stations. In the morning, Shrek and Princess Fiona) helped the kids operate the press.
all seven classes, from kindergarten
through grade 6, spent 20 minutes
feed the school's students and staff). lay races and pumpkin bowling, a fall
pressing fresh apple cider and then
Throughout the afternoon, the
craft, decorating cupcakes and story
sampling the product of their hard
classes spent 20 minutes at seven
time, Halloween craft, “Minute to Win
work, along with an apple cider
different locations in the school to
It” games and bingo.
doughnut fresh-made by Peppers
do harvest-related crafts and activi"It is always fun to allow the kids to
(she made 17 dozen doughnuts to
ties, including Letters to Soldiers, reenjoy activities like this to give them

Shout Outs:

of a time where I haven't gotten
what I have asked for within the
time frame needed.
Bruce has taken calls from me
while
on his break, personally brings
ixie Sutton is always willing to
do what it takes to get everyone's supplies over to our office, and will
needs met. She is so quick and willing
get things prepared for me to pick
to step up and help. Thank you for all
up at the district office in a matter
your hard work and flexibility at South
of minutes. Bruce visits our school
Baker!
a few times a day, and he's always
Lisa Davis, South Baker smiling and brings joy to those
around him.
Julie continues to "wow" me and
all of our staff. I have heard many
very encounter I have had
staff members complimenting Julie
with Bruce Bowers (shipping
and the print shop. I have had to call
and receiving/custodian) and Julie
Homan (district print shop) has been Julie and ask for things on the spot,
and at times they require more than
nothing but pleasant. These two
just simple copies, she is always
individuals are always going above
happy and seems delighted to take
my expectations and honestly have
on the task. I can't even imagine how
never told me NO, and I can't think

So willing to help

D

They 'wow' me

E

an opportunity to have fun without the
pressure and rigor of an assignment or
a lecture," said Skye Flanagan, Haines
principal. "We like to believe that we
give the kids a good balance of opportunities to be successful students as
well as opportunities to just have fun
and be kids."
Throughout the day, the school staff
was assisted by a multitude of parents
who helped with each class, and at
each station.
"It is great that the kids get to see
their parents in the school taking on an
active role," Flanagan said. "We are
so fortunate to have such a supportive
group of families that understand that
the education of their children requires
their involvement — whether it is at
the school helping with activities, leveled reading groups, and math stations
or helping their child at home with
homework, a comfortable environment to read, or solid routines that set
the kids up for success in school and
later in life."

often the ladies at the print shop are
disrupted daily with last-minute orders, and they make sure we all get
what we need and the final products
always exceed our expectations!
Bruce and Julie are amazing
employees in our district and help
so many of us daily. If I could think
of two people who represent "Every
Person Deserves Our Best" they fit
this to a T.
Jennifer Trader,
Baker Middle School Nancy Ames and Meghan Nilsen

Managing schedules

N

ancy Ames and Meghan
Nilsen work to manage
coverage and schedules at Brooklyn.
Wisely managing how we use adults
to support students at staff at Brooklyn has been a critical component

in the success of our school. As we
continue to make shifts to best support students, I appreciate the flexibility and thoughtfulness both Nancy
and Meghan put into managing our
resources at Brooklyn.
Phil Anderson, Brooklyn principal
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Spotlights
Happenings from
around the district

Third-graders in Emmy Clausnitzer's class at Brooklyn Primary performed "surgery" on nonfiction
texts. The class has learned about text features and how these help readers understand nonfiction texts. Students worked in groups to perform "surgery" on issues of Scholastic News. "They
scanned nonfiction stories for text features, cut the text features out, glued them onto a piece of
paper, and then wrote a sentence for each text feature describing how it helps readers understand
text," Clausnitzer said. "We had many successful 'surgeries.' They had a great time!"

BELOW: Keating Elementary students rehearsed often to prepare for
their Christmas Music Program they
presented Dec. 14.

ABOVE: Baker Middle School students spent one Friday Academy at Dooley Mountain to observe the area
affected by the 2015 Cornet/Windy Ridge fire. Teacher
Nicole Sullivan said the trip focus was regrowth and
fire ecology. "We also used some of the burnt bark for
some 'charcoal' drawings, had a nice little hike, made
leaf/needle prints, played a camouflage game and
looked at tree identification," she said.

Fifth-graders in Erin Callahan's class at South Baker
Intermediate prepared cupcakes — decorated to look
like an American flag — and fruit for a special event
honoring veterans on Nov. 10.
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In their own words...

Teachers submitted writings by students who share experiences,
expand on classroom topics, and express thanks to veterans
A 'terrific' field trip

O

n Nov. 16, the 6th grade
classes went on a field trip
to Eastern Oregon University. They
toured the university and listened to
a symphony.
Travis Bolman in Mrs. Rose’s
class says, "I think it was great. I
loved the symphony.”
Some students say their favorite
part was the symphony. They also
did a scavenger hunt to find words
and unscramble a sentence.
Another student, Jacob Jones from
Mr. Van Winkle’s class, says "(It
was) pretty entertaining.”
After the symphony they got to
touch and play some of the instruments that were used in the symphony. Many students say it was a
terrific field trip.
- By Lucas Metz,
submitted by Mandie Rose,
South Baker, grade 6

I might go to EOU

O

n Wednesday (Nov. 16), the
sixth graders from South
Baker Intermediate had a field trip
to EOU. We did many things that
were very fun.
One of the fun things was a
scavenger hunt. The scavenger hunt
was going to five different buildings
throughout EOU. We had to find
words to figure out a word jumble
— there were 13 words we had to
find and put into a sentence.
We also did a relay, and that was
very fun. We were split into teams
and we had 15 people on both sides
of the gym. We didn’t win but it was
still fun.
We also went to a symphony and

it wasn’t that long but it was still
amazing to see and hear. We also
got to ask questions to people who
go to EOU.
I might want to go to EOU when
I’m older.
- By Makenzie Flanagan, submitted by Mandie Rose,
South Baker, grade 6

The Great Applegate
Trail and its Creators

I

recently read about the Applegate Trail and decided to research further. It was interesting to
learn about when it was used and
why. This is what I found out.
On their first trip to Oregon, sadly,
the Columbia River swept three of
the Applegate children away, and
two were killed. This caused them
to want to find an alternative route.
In the second Applegate wagon
train, the emigrants were seeking a
safer route to the Willamette Valley of Oregon. Jesse, Lindsay, and
Charles Applegate and their families started west in 1846. Instead of
crossing the Blue Mountains and
going across the Columbia River,
they built a route that lead future
pioneers through the southern Cascade Mountains.
This route lead through Nevada's
desert country — Goose Lake, Tule
Lake and Lower Klamath Lake
located at the California-Oregon
border. Their new road proved to be
no easy route and their first winter
came early. That winter was the
same winter that caused the unlucky
Donner Party's grief when trying to
cross the Sierra-Nevada Mountains.
The Applegate Trail passed
through the homeland of the Modoc

Indians. On the edge of Tule Lake,
the Modoc ambushed the emigrants,
and this became the location of
Bloody Point.
Even though the Applegate Trail
was built to lead settlers north into
Oregon, the trail became jammed
with men rushing south toward
California and gold. Lindsay Applegate reached California ahead of the
gold rush and returned to Oregon
with $6,000 worth of gold dust.
The Applegate families built
homes and lived a life in Oregon.
Even though the trail gave them
many hardships, they were able to
overcome it and build a new life.
(Books I enjoyed on these topics:
"Lucy and Her Manifest Destiny"
by Mary Fitzgerald (an Oregon
author) and "Ordeal by Hunger" by
George Stewart)
- By Olivia Jacoby, submitted
by Kristin Schwin,
South Baker, grade 4

Thank you, hero

D

ear Brave One,
Hi, my name is Celia and
my favorite hobby is horse riding.
My favorite animals are cats and
horses. My birthday is on July 7th
and next year I am going to be nine
years old.
Thank you for protecting our
country. You are very brave. Thank
you for protecting me and making
sure we are always free.
Sincerely,
Celia
(Submitted by Amanda Wilde,
head teacher at Keating
Elementary where students sent
letters to veterans in honor of
Veterans Day.)

ODE seeks input

T

he Oregon Department of
Education is seeking community input "on Oregon’s State Plan to
improve student learning in our state,
and determine how we can best support our schools to meet the needs of
each and every student."
A public meeting is scheduled for
6 p.m. Jan. 4 at Baker High School,
2500 E St.
Salam Noor, Deputy Superintendent
of Public Instruction for the ODE, will
be in attendance to hear comments
from the community.

FMP update

J

osey Gaslin, a community
member on the Facilities Master
Planning Committee for the Baker
School District 5J, gave a presentation
to the school board in a work session
on Nov. 17.
Gaslin presented an overview of the
information the committee gathered
assessing conditions of current facilities, as well as a review of the instructional and support spaces in relation to
educational standards.
The FMP committee's recommendation to the school board was
to continue the work initiated by the
committee, and take the next step to
create a Long-Term Facilities Plan.
The initial research phase to assess
facilities was funded by a $20,000
Technical Assistance Program grant
from the Department of Education.
A second TAP grant of $25,000 will
fund the development of a "longrange facility plan" that involves a
larger group of community members
looking at various aspects including
population projections, current/projected capacities, how district buildings compare to national education
standards, historical significance and
any noted deficiencies.
The goal will be to develop a recommended long-range plan for the
district's buildings.

Report cards

D

istrict report cards are now
available on the district's website: www.baker.k12.or.us.
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Answer to win...
Send in answers to the following questions by Nov. 9 to be
entered in a drawing for a
$30 gift certificate to Barley
Brown’s!
1. What Mexican holiday did
South Baker sixth-graders learn
about?
2. How many schools in the
district held Veterans Day assemblies?
3. What school performed "surgery" on nonfiction texts?
4. What book inspired the weaving art project at Brooklyn?
5. What college did South Baker
sixth-graders visit?
Send your answers to https://
goo.gl/SjZsX8 for a chance to
win! Also, if you’d like an electronic version of this publication,
please let us know that, too.
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Baker School District 5J
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Art and science in the classroom

A

idan Arntz lays a
straw inside his
cardboard box,
then secures it in place with
a piece of masking tape.
He repeats the process
again and again, then soon
is ready to try out his design
by maneuvering a marble
through the pathways created with straws.
After tipping the box this
way and that, Aidan looks
up with a grin.
"I like school because we
do fun stuff together," he
says, then returns to perfecting his marble maze contraption.
Aidan and his fellow firstgraders in Karen Tannehill's
class at Brooklyn Primary
created the marble mazes
during an "inquiry period"
the last half hour of the
school day. This time can
include art, reading aloud or
STEM activities (that stands
for science, technology,
engineering and math).
"It's just an opportunity to
experiment," Tannehill said.
"It's a loose exploratory —
here's the idea, now make it
move."
In Angela Willison's third
grade classroom, her goal
is to provide art or science
activities three days a week
during the inquiry period,
from 2:45 to 3:20 p.m. (on
Thursdays that time is used
for "reading buddies" with
younger students.)
A recent project had the
kids weaving yarn around
a paper cup. Once finished,
the cup nearly disappears
within the tightly woven
yarn, and can be used to
store pencils.
Willison said the project followed a reading of
"Dancing Rainbows: A
Pueblo Boy's Story" that
detailed the art of Native
American weaving.

First grader Noelle Quintela, front, tests her marble run while classmate Emma Linscott
works on her design using straws and tape.

As the students focused
on the in-and-out pattern
of weaving yarn, Willison
talked that book again.
"Remember all that
weaving? How long do you
think it'd take to make a big
basket?" she asked.
Responses varied from
"a very long time" to "two
years" — the kids barely
looking up because they
were so focused on their
weaving projects.
"Art is a new curriculum
for some students," Willison said. "It's an avenue for
students who may struggle
academically, to express
themselves creatively. It's
a way for all students to
expand their understanding
of the world through a different curriculum lens."

Landon Dougherty weaves yarn around a paper cup during an art activity in his third grade class.

